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About Canterbury Charity Hospital Trust 

 
 

 

 

The Canterbury Charity Hospital Trust (CCHT) was 

established by the community, for the community in 

2007. Over the years many doctors, nurses, dentists, 

health professionals and public-spirited people have 

volunteered their time and expertise to help make the 

charity a success.  

Mr Philip Bagshaw, a general surgeon, recognised the 

need for a charity hospital when he realised that no 

government would be able to meet all the needs in 

healthcare.  

There are hundreds of professional staff involved with 

the day to day running of the trust and they are 

managed and supported by a small clinical 

management team. 

 

 

The Challenges 

The decision to change phone provider came about 

not by expensive call costs or bad call quality but by a 

surprisingly poor level of after care service. Paying 

invoices was tedious and time consuming whilst 

contacting the provider for a simple query could 

sometimes take up to an hour due to long hold 

lengths. 

A hospitals phone system is vital. Issues need 

resolving quickly and the support by the current 

provider just wasn’t good enough. The hospital lost 

patience with their phone provider and Carl Shaw, 

CCHT Executive Officer explained that “we had 

already been working with Essential IT for our day to 

day IT management and it seemed logical to speak to 

them about other VOIP options available to us. The 

service experienced previously was unacceptable and 

a lot of time has been wasted trying to get in touch 

with the provider.”  

CCHT’s Account Manager, Adam Crossling, and Lead 

Technical Resource, Mark Schroeder, attended site to 

review the current system and to understand the 

phone system which is split between three separate 

hospital buildings. 

Essential IT helps Charity 

Hospital migrate to a new 

VOIP provider for better 

quality of service 
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How the changes helped 

It was important that the level of service improved 

and moving the services from 2talk to Ufone had an 

instant positive change. The existing fibre and VoIP 

services were ported to Ufone and with both in their 

control they now have full visibility of any issues along 

the line. With an excellent level of customer service 

and with most calls answered within 10 seconds it was 

a simple decision for CCHT to make. 3CX was installed 

on the local server infrastructure and is managed by 

Essential IT. Furthermore, with Essential IT taking 

responsibility for managing the relationship and 

communications with Ufone it has vastly improved 

the whole experience for CCHT.  

Carl Shaw explains that “dealing with Essential IT as 

my first port of call instead of 2talk is much better. I 

get the information I need and without the hassle of 

having to spend a long time on hold”.  

Results  

Carl Shaw explains how the project went from the 

perspective of CCHT. “The process was fairly 

straightforward. There was very little disruption. The 

fibre service was switched over within a few weeks 

and Essential IT had all of the phones on the desks 

ready for the VoIP number porting. One of the biggest 

benefits is no longer having to deal with a hard to 

reach provider”. 

The project included new Grandstream VoIP handsets 

to replace the legacy phones unsupported by 3CX; a 

3CX client installed on the local server and a migration 

of services from 2talk to Ufone. The Digital 

Receptionist/IVR voice recordings were completed by 

Essential IT and call flows were re-designed to suit as 

a new hospital building was being constructed. 

Carl Shaw describes his overall feelings of the project, 

“I am very happy with the guys at Essential IT. They 

have worked hard to implement this in a short time 

period. I would recommend their services to anyone 

looking to replace or upgrade their phone system”. 

 
 

 

 

 


